Division of Environmental Quality
Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Summary Report
For ALL REGIONS - 06/16/2017 to 07/15/2017
Number of Concerns Received RE:

Of the above,

Asbestos

13

Burning
Fugitive Dust
Odors
Particulate

31
8
12
1

Toxics
Other

0
15

9 concerns involved multiple emissions.

Total of Concerns Received:.
Number of Investigations of Concerns:
Received during report period.
Received prior to report period.
Total number of investigations completed:
Number of formal notices of violation issued:

68

59
13
72
1

Please note, the information provided in this report reflects all concerns received during the reporting period as well as all inspection
activities that occurred during the reporting period regardless of the date in which the original concern was received.

Monday, August 14, 2017
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

KCRO

2017-06-21 2017-06-16

Concern No.

31815

Unknown

Concern Info

City
Lexington

County Name Type of Concern
Lafayette

Air Odors / Sewer line

INSP
Initials

NOV

KN

Concern referred from EPA on 6/16/17
Odor from sewer in backyard. Can't get city of Lexington to come look at it. Also complained of smell in her neighbor's backyard.
Also in her mother's backyard.
EPA reported as sewer main break and it was still occurring.

Comments Concern has been resolved by City of Lexington Water Department
KCRO

2017-06-19 2017-06-19

Concern No. 31820

Titan Environmental

Kansas City

Jackson

Asbestos

MC

Concern Info The building opposite from the sprint center has been doing a renovation project for about a year. The CP is unsure who owns the property. Within
the last couple months, the company doing the clean up, Titan Environmental, has been taking bags of items out of the building. The bags are
unmarked and sometimes the items are not in bags. The CP says they are taking out tiles and other items and are concerned about asbestos. CP
says RP is throwing the bags and other items in unmarked cars, but it unsure where the RP is taking these things. CP does not believe the RP is
removing these items the correct way as they are sure these tiles and other things have asbestos or lead.

Comments Referred to Kansas City Air Quality Program.
KCRO

2017-06-22 2017-06-20

Concern No.

31836

Norterre New Construction

Concern Info

Liberty

Clay

Fugitive Dust

CS

EPA received an online concern on 06/13/2017 at 9:12 a.m.
Concern regarding construction at site since 2016. Construction activity is resulting in large amounts of dust and debris. Concerned party wonders
why they have not been required to water the dirt so it keeps the dust down. The side street constantly has debris. You can not walk outside without
covering your face when the wind is blowing. The dust makes it real hard to breathe for people with asthma. You wash your car, and it is covered with
dust the next day. You turn on the air conditioning, and dust blasts out of the vents. Concerned party believes the dust is casing a health hazard to
people coming to the doctor at the clinic, especially during high asthmatic season.

Comments No violations observed and no further actions for this concern
Went to the site and observed the work; no dust leaving the property. Went to the Methodist church down the road on a hill to observed and did not see dust leaving the property
Went to construction site. Met with Tod Land, Senior Superintendent, and Mark Denton, Special Project Leader, with Excel Constructors. They checked their log for the day in
question and did not find any record of wind and it being a dusty day. Mark Denton commented they have had 3 inches of rain since the concern date. They do not have any dust
suppression plans or equipment in use. I recommended they utilize a water truck or other method. They were making plans during the investigation to use a fire hose for the driving
areas and, if that did not work, they are planning to get a truck to water. I recommended that they contact our office on days that are really windy and dusty to let us know they are
taking measures to manage the dust. Mark Denton gave us his phone number for us to contact him if neighbors call with concerns in the future. 913-515-3696
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

KCRO

2017-06-28 2017-06-24

Concern No.

31892

Unknown

Concern Info

City
Ridgeway

County Name Type of Concern
Harrison

INSP
Initials

Burning

NOV

JS

Owner burned his shed at 708 First Street. The shed contained numerous tires and oil containers. The owner has two more out buildings, which he
says he also plans to burn soon.

Comments A letter of warning will be issued requiring the property owner to respond with proof of cleaning up burnt debris and agree to maintain compliance going forward.
I arrived on site and could clearly see the remains of the shed from the public street. I took several pictures showing numerous charred remains of prohibited items including: wheel
rims, dimensional lumber, and plastic. There was also a nearby utility pole with severely damaged electrical lines and small electrical box; the pole was completely charred on one
side and the wire was dangling on the ground. There was a large pile of dimensional lumber near the site that showed heavy burn residue. The concern stated that the owner planned
to burn 2 other sheds on this property. Those sheds and a nearby pile, which includes a boat on other debris, remained unburnt and intact at the time of the inspection.
I made contact with the tenant of the house on the property, Jay Thomas. He had just moved in two days prior. Jay was under the impression that this was a controlled burn and that
the fire department was on hand to monitor. He did not have the phone number of the owner, Phillip Doolittle, but gave me the phone number of his wife, Chelsea. I left an open burn
fact sheet, open burn regulations, and my business card with the tenant and asked him to give those items to the landlord when he sees him.
I then went to city hall, spoke with Diann Cunningham, and was given the phone number for the fire department representatives. Diann told me that the fire department was called
after the burn started, and upon arrival couldn't do much due to the live electrical line laying on the ground and sparking. She noted that KCP&L was also dispatched to the scene due
to the electrical line being damaged. Diann also told me that the shed contained aerosol cans, paint, tires, and lumber prior to being burned. She was unable to tell me if those items
were still in the shed when it was burned.
I spoke with the property owner and explained to him the seriousness of the situation. I told him that he will likely receive a letter of warning for this first offense, but any subsequent
offenses could result in civil penalties. He verbally agreed to comply. I told him that he will have to respond in writing to the letter of warning, agreeing to future compliance with burn
regulations.
KCRO

2017-06-26

Concern No.

31893

Unknown

Concern Info

Liberty

Clay

Asbestos / Fugitive Dust

SN

CP complains about dust from a construction demo site across the street from the county court house. She is concerned it may contain asbestos.

Comments
KCRO

2017-07-06 2017-06-26

Concern No. 31910

AA Quarry

Kingsville

Johnson

Fugitive Dust

SW

Concern Info CP complains of dust from rock quarry. He states the quarry does not attempt to control the dust. Dust is carried by the wind any and every direction
for several miles.

CP requested follow up contact with investigation findings.

Comments

Inspection was conducted with an inspection report issued with all information. facility in compliance

KCRO

2017-06-27

Concern No. 31912

Unknown

Kansas City

Clay

Asbestos

Concern Info CP complained that neighbor was removing asbestos shingles from a house yesterday June 26, 2017. The CP does not know where the removed

shingles were taken. CP is concern that her family may become sick because of exposure to asbestos. The CP would like to know the results of the
investigation.

Comments
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

KCRO

2017-06-28 2017-06-27

Concern No.

31913

Unknown

Concern Info

City
Kansas City

County Name Type of Concern
Clay

Asbestos

INSP
Initials

NOV

MC

CP complained that neighbor was removing asbestos shingles from a house yesterday June 26, 2017. The CP does not know where the removed
shingles were taken. CP is concern that her family may become sick because of exposure to asbestos. The CP would like to know the results of the
investigation.

Comments Referred to Kansas City Air Quality Program.
This removal appears to exempt for state and federal air pollution asbestos regulations because the facility is a single-family residence and does not appear to be part of a larger
project. Furthermore, this project is located within the city limits of Kansas City, Missouri. Therefore, this concern has been referred to the Kansas City Air Quality Program.
KCRO

2017-06-28

Concern No. 31939

Prince Dustin Wykert and Nicole Altamount

Daviess

Burning

JS

Concern Info RP is burning prohibited items ie mattresses, lazy boy recliner, dressers. He burned prohibited items and was planning on burning more when the city
issued an abatement order to stop him. He burned the remaining prohibited items anyways. He is now being charged with creating a fire, safety, and
health hazard. There should be a court case # soon for that. Deanna will email the original abatement order with photos to Mike.

Comments
KCRO

2017-06-30 2017-06-28

Concern No. 31943

Prince Dustin Wykert and Nicole Altamount

Daviess

Burning

JS

Concern Info RP is burning prohibited items ie mattresses, lazy boy recliner, dressers. He burned prohibited items and was planning on burning more when the city
issued an abatement order to stop him. He burned the remaining prohibited items anyways. He is now being charged with creating a fire, safety, and
health hazard. There should be a court case # soon for that. Deanna will email the original abatement order with photos to Mike.

Comments Based on the detailed account of Officer Janna Barton, a Letter of Warning will be issued for the burning of prohibited waste.
I did not perform an in-person investigation, I feel that there is adequate proof of violation within the evidence paperwork I received from Janna Barton, Ordinance Enforcement Officer
for Village of Altamont. It contained detailed accounts of burning violations as well as pictures and an abatement order. I attempted to contact the responsible party of concern and left
a voicemail explaining DNR's requirements for the LOW they will be sent. I told them to call if they have questions.
Further details including photos can be found in in the investigation report.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

KCRO

2017-07-06 2017-07-03

Concern No.

31969

Parkville Coffeehouse

Concern Info

City
Parkville

County Name Type of Concern
Platte

Air Odors

INSP
Initials

NOV

MC

There's a significant amount of smoke and smell coming from the building when they are roasting coffee. Not sure if there is anything that can be
done. Strong smell, and I'm not sure how healthy it is to be breathing in. Been going on for years.

Comments No odors or smoke were observed during the investigation; however, the roasting machine was not in operation at the time. If further concerns are received, investigation will be
attempted when roasting is occurring.

I arrived in the area at 14:55 on 07/06/2017. No odors were detected.
I proceeded to walk around the area for a while. Winds were light from a westerly direction. I did not detect any odors that seemed to originate from the coffeehouse.
At 15:05, I entered the facility. I identified myself to a staff member at the countered and stated the reason for my visit. He escorted me to the rear of the building and introduced me to
the roaster, Nick Brown.
The facility has one roasting machine (see photo log for more information on machine), which was not operating at the time of the investigation. Mr. Brown said there was no schedule
for when the roasting machine operates; however, roasting is more likely to occur Tuesday - Thursday. Mr. Brown prefers to roast early in the morning during the summer because of
the heat.
I advised Mr. Brown of the odor regulation.
KCRO

2017-07-10

Concern No. 32081

Unknown

Lexington

Lafayette

Open Dumps / Asbestos

Concern Info CP called and said there were building(s) being tore down on Broadway Street in Lexington. The materials are then being taken to someone's private
property on Rock street. The buildings are old and all the material is not being taken to a landfill, afraid there might be asbestos also.

Comments
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

KCRO

2017-07-10

Concern No.

32085

City

Advanced Industries / Triple C C Odessa

Concern Info

County Name Type of Concern
Lafayette

Asbestos

INSP
Initials

NOV

SN

Today, July 10, 2017, I was inspecting a vacant funeral home in Odessa at 308 East Main when I was approached by a concerned citizen who
apprised me a a possible violation.
Is seems that a barbeque restaurant was torn down on the corner of Main St and 2nd Street in Odessa here recently and the demo contractor did not
get an inspection prior to demolishing the building. The complainant was very firm that the building had been commercial and had not been a
residential structure.
The owner of the barbeque restaurant is Advanced Industries, Inc., 100 North 1st Street, Odessa, MO 64076.
The demo contractor was Triple C Construction, owner Brett Clemons, Odessa, MO 64076.
I went by the site after inspecting the funeral home and noticed the new construction, but did not observe any one working or any vehicles.
If you need a formal complainant, I could be that person. I don’t like to do that though, since it appears that I would be just trying to drum up
business, which I’m not.
You can call me anytime at (660) 359-7485.
Thank you very much.
Have a great day.
Jim

Comments
KCRO

2017-07-11 2017-07-11

Concern No.

Comments

32083

Nine Ten Apartments

Concern Info

Kansas City

Jackson

Asbestos

MC

The caller was concerned about the asbestos that can be seen hanging from pipes in the basement. When pieces fall to the floor it breaks apart and
he is concerned he and residents are breathing this material.
Caller said it is visible on pipes in the basement, the laundry room and (assumed to be) in the walls.
The building is being renovated but he does not believe the workers are following proper removal protocols for asbestos.

Referred to Kansas City Air Quality Program for investigation.
Building is located within the city limits of Kansas City, Missouri; therefore, this project is under the jurisdiction of the Kansas City Health Department's Air Quality Program.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

KCRO

2017-07-11 2017-07-11

Concern No.

32092

Unknown

Concern Info

City
Kansas City

County Name Type of Concern
Clay

Fugitive Dust

INSP
Initials

NOV

MC

contractor is removing soil from field immediately to the south(east) of the FedEx Freight facility at 4077 N Norfleet Rd, Kansas City, MO 64161. This
results in considerable amount of dust coming into the facility.
The local shop manager, Mr. Greg Schreiber has photos showing the dirt accumulation in their loading docks and facility.
Caller was FedEx facilities manager Mr. Chong Lee at 408-654-3112 (direct line, California)
He requested that the assigned inspector please call facility contact Mr. Greg Schreiber ,Shop Manager, at 816-453-4287 as soon as they are
assigned to let him know approximately when they might be out to investigate the situation.

Comments Referred to Kansas City Air Quality for investigation.
KCRO

2017-07-13

Concern No. 32113

Unknown

Lexington

Lafayette

Asbestos

Concern Info CP called stating that the RP is removing asbestos materials from 301 Broadway. CP states that the asbestos is not being properly wetted for

removal. CP stated that the RP is taking the materials off site and burying the materials. This has been ongoing for roughly a month. CP stated they
are concerned about the residents at the Senior Citizens home nearby being affected by the asbestos removal. CP would like an update after the
investigation.

Comments
KCRO

2017-07-17 2017-07-14

Concern No.

32154

City of Wood Heights

Concern Info

Woods Heights

Ray

Burning

JS

Caller reports that the City of Wood Heights started to burn today after heavy rain. They have done this before, and the fire smolders for days.
The pile is very large (size of a house), so there is no way the fire is going to be out by evening.
The City is also allowing commercial business (i.e. Crouse Tree Service) to bring in their waste to burn.

Comments The fire department withdrew its approval of the permit, so the permit has been revoked. Since the City cannot burn until a new permit is issued, no on-site investigation was
conducted. The City of Wood Heights has been notified; any further burn without a permit will result in further enforcement action..

NERO

2017-06-21 2017-06-19

Concern No. 31808

MFA - Clark

Clark

Randolph

Fugitive Dust

DB

Concern Info Caller reports that the MFA in Clark runs grain through their elevator without applying oil, causing significant dust to blow onto neighboring properties,
which causes him problems breathing. He said we would only see something if they were running grain, so we should ask them to run some grain
through to see it. The dust comes from the bins south of the office along the railroad tracks. He said they had a fire recently and he had called in
previously for similar concerns in the past, one of which was 1180901 (ACE# 31750).

He said he was considering getting a lawyer to try to resolve the issue if we were not able to. Complainant requested the investigator call him after
the investigation to discuss.
Previous concerns: ACE# 9492 (July 2011, no dust violation found), ACE# 10915 (Dec 2011, no violation anhydrous release), ACE# 31750 (found no
dust violation)

Comments No violation of the fugitive dust rule was found at the time of the investigation. The company stated they would address the issue.
Monday, August 14, 2017
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

NERO

2017-07-27 2017-06-19

Concern No. 31830

Scott Belisle

City
Fulton

County Name Type of Concern
Callaway

Open Dumps / Burning /
Scrap Tire Dump

INSP
Initials

NOV

BS

Concern Info Caller states that people from the Belisle residence have been dumping waste consisting of tires, a water heater, car parts, diapers, res. waste, and
shingles. Caller also states that burning has been going on at the Belisle property after dark and the caller is also concerned about mosquitos from
the tire pile on the property.
GR-Caller thought Scott Sr. may be recently deceased.

Comments Violations of the MSWML were observed on the property. On July 21, 2017, NERO received an email from the SWMP advising that the Belisle property would again be bid out of

removal of the scrap tires. At this time, NERO will wait the results of the removal and disposal of the scrap tires and allow the SWMP to conduct future communications with Mr. Scott
Belisle, Sr. to resolve the matter

NERO

2017-06-21 2017-06-20

Concern No.
Comments
NERO

31832

Jefferson City

Cole

Burning

DB

Caller reports that Roof Depot is burning pallets and lumber from downed buildings (from recent storms) and the burning is causing a lot of smoke in
the area. Caller reports that the business moved in a year ago and burns a couple times each week.

Violation of 10 CSR 10-6.045 Open Burning Requirements. A Letter of Warning will be issued.

Concern No. 31850

NERO

Concern Info

2017-06-22 2017-06-21

Comments

Roof Depot

Plue Construction

Kirksville

Adair

Asbestos

SB

Concern Info Both the north McDonald's and the eye doctor office next to Sonic are being remodeled. I'm curious if they had the proper asbestos inspections done,
or if they were even necessary.

No violation found of the state and federal asbestos regulations.

2017-06-22 2017-06-21

Concern No. 31851

Greystone Partners, LLC

Kirksville

Adair

Asbestos

SB

Concern Info Both the north McDonald's and the eye doctor office next to Sonic are being remodeled. I'm curious if they had the proper asbestos inspections done,
or if they were even necessary. This was first noticed on Saturday, June 10 and reported on June 21.

Comments In violation of state and federal asbestos regulations for failing to inspect a commercial building prior to renovation. Issue Letter of Warning and require a response within 30 days.
Require an asbestos inspection prior to further demolition of suspect materials in the building.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

NERO

2017-07-06 2017-06-22

Concern No. 31891

Victor Baldwin

City
Warsaw

County Name Type of Concern
Benton

Burning / Residential
Waste Disposal

INSP
Initials

NOV

MH

Concern Info Vic's Hillbilly Trash Hauling Service is taking trash that has been picked up from his trash route and is burning it in burn piles in the back of the

property owned by Ted Roush. Burning takes place in the late evening or early morning. Odor is bad. Burn remains are removed and taken to
some other location. Not sure where trash is going.
CP says to take law enforcement with inspector.
CP gives permission to go on his property adjacent to this property.
Probation officer Robin Wall 660-438-2343 x222

Comments

Not enough evidence to determine if burning of a large amount of waste has been burned. At this time there will be no further action.
Mary Hopke and Terry Ball went to Warsaw to take a look at the concern raised in Concern. They were able to locate the home where the Concerned Party said that the garbage was
being accumulated, sorted and burned. From the road we did not see much evidence of any illegal activity, as described in the concern. We did see a single, rusted out burn barrel
with some ash in the bottom. There were also a couple of black plastic bags behind the house with what appeared to be aluminum cans in them. There was a corrugated tin
structure that we initially thought might be a fire pit, but upon closer inspection it was a dog-pen enclosure for small dogs. We knocked on the door of the home where Baldwin was
believed to be staying, there was no answer. It appears that the home has been recently lived in, some windows were left open and there is furniture inside as well as a mechanic’s
drop light that was illuminated tied to an outside tree via extension cords. There were several other extension cords powering a refrigerator on the porch and some other items. There
were no piles of garbage, no large ash piles from a burn and no vehicles at the home. There was an older burn area in the front yard where a fire had been conducted, but the ashes
were mostly cleaned up. The house next door to Baldwin’s is vacant and listed for sale. No one appeared to be staying there at present.

NERO

2017-06-29 2017-06-23

Concern No. 31863

E&M Mobile Home Park

Jefferson City

Cole

Burning

DB

Concern Info Caller reports that someone has burned old carpet, bicycles and other garbage that creates a big cloud of black smoke. Caller reports the burning

occurred in mid-May (2 weeks before the Memorial Day holiday) and last week. The caller reported seeing the carpet/bicycle being burned in May,
but said they just saw black smoke from what was burning last week. The caller said "they all burn out there."

Comments Violation of 10 CSR 10-6.045 Open Burning Requirements. A Notice of Unsatisfactory Findings is being issued.
NERO

2017-06-29 2017-06-28

Concern No.

31920

Floyd Fares

Concern Info

Clark

Randolph

Burning

DB

The caller report that demolition waste is being burned at night and evidence is being covered so it cannot be seen what is burned. This is the same
property where we investigated a report and found no burning in April, 2017 (ACE #30,891). Also, there may have been an USF letter issued for
similar burning at 204 Morris in 2016 that is the same property.

Comments No violation of the open burning rule was found during the investigation.
NERO

2017-06-29 2017-06-29

Concern No.
Comments

31938

Quixotic Farming LLC

Concern Info

Trenton

Grundy

Air Odors

BK

Lindsey Stevens called in concerned about a dead fish smell coming from Quixotic Fish Farm to the south. She said that several of her tenants had
complained to her about the smell. The concerned party owns the trailer park to the north.

No violation of the odor rule was found during the onsite investigation. Facility is exempt under the odor rule, 10 CSR 10-6.165, section (1)(B) pertaining to the management of
livestock (fish).
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

NERO

2017-07-05 2017-07-05

Concern No.

31986

Ken Hollingsworth

Concern Info

City
Sweet Springs

County Name Type of Concern
Saline

INSP
Initials

Fugitive Dust

NOV

PM

As noted by MEERTS #1666:
"Demolition of three 125+ year old buildings on Main Street. These buildings are suspected to have asbestos, lead, tarred roofs, and are two story.
They have been knocking them down causing extreme dust and debris. Suspecting debris not being disposed of properly. Please come and inspect."

Comments At the time of investigation I determined violations of the Missouri Air Conservation Commission Regulation, 10 CSR 10-6.080, Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants,
referencing 40 CFR Part 61.145, Subpart M, Asbestos.
Violations include:
• Failing to inspected for the presence of asbestos prior to demolition
• Failing to notify the planned demolition of a regulated structure
A Letter of Warning (LOW) is being issued.
NERO

2017-07-05 2017-07-05

Concern No.

31987

Carroll Enterprises

Concern Info

Columbia

Callaway

Burning

BK

On July 5, 2017 at approximately 1:00 p.m., caller reports burning of tires by Carroll Enterprises. Caller reports that this has been going on for some
time, at least the past couple of years. Caller reports that the facility is cutting up tires into pieces and burning them in a 55 gallon barrel behind the Aframe building on the property. Caller is also concerned that oil is leaking from the vehicles onsite and leaching into the lake nearby. Caller reports
that our office has been at this site before and has spoken to Mr. Ken Henderson in the past. Present owners are Robert and Patricia Tuft. Caller
recommends DNR staff being accompanied by law enforcement due to prior history of a drug bust for a meth lab in the past, and common practice of
people at the facility carrying around firearms and video recording activity in the area/vehicles driving by the property.
On 7-5-17, I spoke to Josh Gathright, Callaway Co. Joint Communications (573-592-2486), regarding the incident. He said that the Millersburg Fire
Protection District responded to the fire and reported that miscellaneous items were found to be burning and that no tires appeared to have been
burned. The Millersburg FPD can be contacted for a copy of the report (report number 17-137). BK 7-5-17
Also see ACE#31988 on same issue.

Comments Issued an Unsatisfactory Findings letter to Mr. Tufts (including response to be signed by Mr. Williams and Mr. Tufts) for violation of the open burning regulations.
NERO

2017-07-05 2017-07-05

Concern No.

Comments

31988

Carroll Enterprises

Concern Info

Columbia

Callaway

Burning

BK

On July 5, 2017, at approximately 1:20 p.m., caller reports Carroll Enterprises had been burning something that smelled like burning tires. Caller
reports that the fire department responded and said that they found a rubber mat that had been burned among other things. Caller reports that some
of the neighboring residents' roofs and porches have a black residue on them that they suspect is coming from the burning. Caller reports that the
business burns every couple of weeks, and prior to today burned late last week (around June 28-30 before the holiday weekend). See additional
concern (ACE#31987) filed regarding this same issue for more details.

Issued an Unsatisfactory Findings letter to Mr. Tufts (including response to be signed by Mr. Williams and Mr. Tufts) for violation of the open burning regulations.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

NERO

2017-07-13 2017-07-05

Concern No.

31995

Mike Pugh

Concern Info

City
Hannibal

County Name Type of Concern
Marion

Air Odors / Particulate

INSP
Initials

NOV

DB

It is alleged a vehicle restoration business next door to 3132 Warren Barrett Drive in Hannibal is painting vehicles with vehicle grade paint outside
with no filtering. The odors & the paint are apparently causing some problems in the area.
They called the city, who is helping with the “junk” on site but recommended they contact DNR about the painting of vehicles outside. Photos are
available of the painting outside.

Comments No violation of the odor or fugitive dust rules found at the time of investigation. Information was provided.
NERO

2017-07-06 2017-07-06

Concern No. 32004

Glen Griesbaum Construction

Palmyra

Marion

Open Dumps

JH

Concern Info Email states:

"Glen Griesbaum owns and operates a local construction company in the Palmyra, Missouri area. He has recently purchased property immediately
west of the Palmyra High School. He is developing part of the property as a new subdivision. The property also has a large ditch on it where he has
been dumping construction debris from what appears to be from multiple construction sites. He has already burned a decent amount of debris
approximately 1 month ago. The ditch, and debris, are visible from Business 61, on the south edge of Palmyra. The ditch parallels Business 61 and
is approximately 75 yards west of the roadway."

Comments At the time of the onsite investigation, violation of MSWML Section 260.210.1.(1) was observed. Mr. Griesbaum had dumped or allowed the dumping of approximately thirty cubic

yards of regulated waste consisting of treated wood, shingles, drywall, vinyl siding, insulation, and job site waste such as buckets, empty tubes of caulking, cups, bottles, and lunch
items onto the surface of the ground. On July 25, 2017, staff returned to the property and documented that all of the waste had been removed and receipts for proper disposal were
provided. No further actions are required at this time.

NERO

2017-07-13 2017-07-07

Concern No. 32088

Karen & Jim Harrower

Vandalia

Audrain

Asbestos

DB

Concern Info Caller reports that a party is demolishing numerous mobile homes.

Comments Violation of the asbestos rule. A Letter of Warning is being issued for failure to inspect and notify.
NERO

2017-07-11 2017-07-10

Concern No. 32086

Payne Property

New Franklin

Howard

Asbestos

PM

Concern Info On July 10, 2017, a concern was filed of a man removing asbestos siding from his rental property and not taking proper precautions. This is a rental
property that he has been doing house work on lately.

Comments I determined at the time of investigation no violation of the Missouri asbestos regulations.
NERO

2017-07-11 2017-07-10

Concern No. 32087

Keith Thompson

New Franklin

Howard

Burning

PM

Concern Info The caller reports Keith Thompson burned a house on Friday, July 7, at approximately 2030. The caller reports the rural fire department authorized
the burning. The duty officer made contact with the City Police Chief, Mike Wise, who reported the fire involved untreated lumber and brush only.

Comments At the time of investigation I determined Mr. Thompson to be in violation of the regulation 10 CSR 10-6.045, Open Burning Requirements.
A Letter of Warning (LOW) is being issued.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

NERO

2017-07-12

Concern No.

32118

MPG Auto

Concern Info

City
Fulton

County Name Type of Concern
Callaway

INSP
Initials

Air Odors

NOV

PM

Caller stated that a business in Fulton called MPG Auto paints vehicles every day or two and open two big doors to let the fumes out, causing him
headaches whenever they do it. Stated it gets bad enough he can barely mow his yard sometimes. Said they paint about 1/2 the time after dark.
Caller stated he called last November or so on the same company and has reported to other agencies as well.
Caller requested call back after the investigation.
ACE 30041 was the previous concern at this site. One small paint booth was on site. Some open burning was being done in a barrel. Business had
been operating for 2 years.

Comments
NERO

2017-07-18 2017-07-14

Concern No. 32141
Comments
NERO

Southeastern Grain Company

Laclede

Linn

Air Odors

SB

Concern Info Caller reports that the smell from the large mound of corn at the local elevator is terrible. Caller reports that the smell is so bad that when he has
visitors, they can't stand to be outside. Caller believes the corn has gotten wet and that is why it is smelling so bad.

No violation was found of the odor rule during an on-site investigation. Advised source on proper handling of grain that could not be used for feed or sold.

2017-07-14 2017-07-14

Concern No. 32142

Justin Cima

Gibbs

Adair

Burning

BK

Concern Info Caller reports burning with a strong smell coming from a property located in Gibbs. Caller reports that a house had burned down on the property

previously. Caller reports a man throwing something on the pile but the caller was unsure of what it was. Caller said the smoke looked like they were
burning shingles or tires. I asked the caller if they could see what was burning and they said they could not just that the smell was like what they
would imagine burning tires/shingles would be like. I asked if the burning had occurred there regularly and they said this was the first time.

Comments Fire used for noncommercial preparation of food, no violation of open burning rule, advised property owner of open burning rule and proper solid waste disposal.
NERO

2017-07-19 2017-07-14

Concern No. 32143

CE Grain Company LLC

Farber

Audrain

Air Odors

DB

NE180001

Concern Info Caller reports that CE Grain is continuing to haul in dead chickens and piling the pile up higher without hauling any out. States that odor is strong in
morning and evening (she drives by about 7 AM and 5-6 PM) and on days when it is hot and wind is from the south or southeast. States that odors
are so strong that you can smell it a mile away and driving by it is strong enough to make you vomit just driving by. Stated it has not gotten better
since she saw the article in the paper saying DNR had asked them to address the problem.

Comments Violation of 10 CSR 10-6.165 Restriction of Emission of Odors. A Notice of Violation will be issued for this repeat violation. Require a revised plan of action. Require that they keep a
daily log of actions being taken to manage the mulching operation and to reduce odors.

SERO

2017-06-07 2017-06-19

Concern No. 31822

BC Tree Service

Cape Girardeau

Cape Girardeau Other

NW

Concern Info SP # 12862 Tore down a house and is burning house, shingles, etc.

Comments This is a duplicate of Concern # 12744 - Ace # 31730
Arrived at location on June 7, 2017. A small pile of demo waste was on fire. Left department fact sheets for Management of Construction and Demolition Waste and Open burning
under the windshield of the red truck in the driveway.
Acquired Mr. Tallman's address from Cape County Accessor information. Sent an unsatisfactory letter to Mr. Tallman with a 30 day cleanup goal.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SERO

2017-06-22 2017-06-21

Concern No.

31849

SRG Global

Concern Info

City
Farmington

County Name Type of Concern
St. Francois

Other

INSP
Initials

NOV

JD

SP:12874
**Referred from the EPA Region 7-Melinda Luetke (913) 281-0991*
SRG global has pink fumes coming from an air stack. The CP has had multiple health issues and is concerned it is coming from that. The CP wants
to be contacted when someone goes out to the facility.

Comments Before entering the facility, I spoke to Ms. Jarvis and we discussed her observations and concerns for the facility. Ms. Jarvis stated she sees the pink fumes in the morning on the roof
over the dumpsters in the back. She stated her neighbor has pictures of this occurring.

Ms. Jarvis was most concerned with the monitoring well that was placed in the City of Farmington's easement that is along Ms. Jarvis's property. SRG employees are taking samples
from this well often and Ms. Jarvis is concerned about the results.
I reviewed the processes, equipment along with the Emission Stacks for potential source of pink fumes from the ground and from the roof of the facility during an unannounced
investigation. This facility does not have a source of pink emissions. However, during the investigation I observed the cooling tower steam with the sun behind it. This could appear to
look like a pink color emission. This cooling tower is behind the large roll off dumpsters. There are no emissions with the cooling tower only steam.
Also, Mr. Shawn Knapp, Environmental Manager stated in 2015 they had a small release of Nitric Acid that has a pink tint when off gassed. This was reported to the department at the
time of the incident and followed up with reporting as required.
I did not observe any unusual emissions from the facility at the time of the investigation.
No violations observed, no further action at this time. I will continue to review during routine inspections and when in the area.
SERO

2017-06-28 2017-06-26

Concern No.

31900

Smith Jacobs

Concern Info

Ste. Genevieve

Ste. Genevieve Other

AB

SP:12920
The RP is continuing to pile up materials and is burning them again.

Comments At the time of the original concern I visited the address on June 8, but no one was home. I left a business card and an Open Burning publication in the door. I later found a phone

number on line for Mr. Jacobs and called the number and left a message. On June 28, I called again and spoke with a man who said he was not Smith Jacobs and did not identify
himself further. He indicated that he could take a message for Mr. Jacobs. I informed him of the open burning regulations and asked him to let Mr. Jacobs know that he could not
burn trade waste.

SLRO

2017-06-22 2017-06-16

Concern No. 31906
Comments

Cletus Henry

Webster Groves

St. Louis

Air Odors

JM

Concern Info Complaint alleges Cletus Henry is bringing plastic waste and other types of waste to his home and burning this material in a wood burning store from
which various odors are produced.

I talked with the Webster Groves Fire Chief and the Fire Marshall. Webster Groves has received numerous complaints about this location. The Fire Chief informed me that they have
been to the location and when there was a fire,the smoke was coming from the woods stove chimney. In the cases where there was fire, the only odor was of burning wood. On June
22, 2017 there was no burning taking place. With no burning, there was no odor. I talked with Mr. Henry about the complaint and odor. Mr. Henry stated he was burning wood and
some paper.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SLRO

2017-06-20 2017-06-20

Concern No.
Comments

SLRO

31856

Raymond Eldridge

Concern Info

City
Barnhart

County Name Type of Concern
Jefferson

INSP
Initials

Burning

NOV

DB

I went by the Eldridge property on my way out of the neighborhood at 9:30am where I saw large plumes of black smoke arose by the green houses.
The black smoke smelled like plastic being burned, I suspect discarded plastic planting containers. I did not see anyone on the property, so I don't
know if it was unattended.

I spoke with Greg Eldridge who identified himself as the owner. I told him about the concern that we had received and explained the open burning rules for the St. Louis NonAttainment area. He stated that he was doing some burning a few days ago that consisted of yard waste and some scrap wood. We discussed that since his green house is in an
unincorporated area of Jefferson County, burning yard waste only is restricted to September 16 through April 14 of each calendar year between 10AM and 4PM. He stated that he
would not burn on the property again.

2017-06-26 2017-06-26

Concern No. 31905

Dennis and Mary Amelung

Jefferson

Burning

DB

Concern Info Disposing of a tree that fell down by open burning. The burning has been occurring all day for the past few weeks. The Antonio Fire Department has
responded twice already but the people doing the burning are claiming that they are "hibachi" grilling. Huge flames periodically could be seen over
the privacy fence. Complainant said the neighbor has guns and may be argumentative, so caution and/or assistance from the police department is
suggested.

Comments I stopped by 1787 Fairfax address where the concern is occurring. Mr. Amelung was in his driveway and I spoke with him about the concern. He stated that the fire department had

been at his address for the same issue and they determined that the burning that he was doing was recreational. He invited me to look at his burning pit in his backyard where his
wife, Mary Amelung was. They were currently burning sticks and logs from a tree that they cut down inside of a 2'X'2 metal recreational burning pit that was purchased at a local retail
store. The tree that is being burned has been cut up in to small logs that fit neatly on the fire pit. I observed three logs on the fire while I was at the site and a small amount of logs
stacked next to the fence that remained from the tree.
I explained the open burning rules to Mr. and Mrs. Amelung. We discusses open burning in unincorporated Jefferson County because the residence is located in unincorporated
Jefferson County. We discussed ozone season burning (April 15- Sept 15) and non-ozone season burning (Sept 16-April 14).

SLRO

2017-06-28 2017-06-28

Concern No.

32040

Larry Walters

Concern Info

Byrnes Mill

Jefferson

Burning

DB

Anonymous caller made a 911 call about scrap that was brought home and being burned on site. The complainant said the High Ridge FD may be
responding. The caller said that the open burning been a problem for at least 4 years and has called the SLRO about this matter at least 3 times.

Comments I visited the site on June 28, 2017. I observed a burning barrel in the back by the owner's garage that was smoking. No one answered the door to the residence.
I called the High Ridge Fire District June 29, 2017. The fire chief stated that they didn't respond to the open burning because the Byrnes Mill Police Department had already
responded before they got to the site.
I contacted the Byrnes Mill Police Department on June 29, 2017 and spoke with Officer Robinson who responded to the open burning. He stated that the resident put out the fire at his
request. The officer also stated that the owner was burning yard waste and rags. The officer said that he handled the concern under their city ordinances. The officer stated that if the
police have further problems with the resident, they will contact the department.
SLRO

2017-07-05 2017-06-28

Concern No. 32043

Christine Swafford

Winfield

Lincoln

Burning

LZ

Concern Info The caller stated that his father's neighbor is burning trees and brush next to his father's house. The property is in unincorporated area of Lincoln

county. The caller explained that there are two piles of trees and brush. One of the piles is allegedly less than 200 yards from his father's house. The
caller did not know the address of the neighbor but said that it is next to his father's address: 227 Argentville, Winfield, MO

Comments Lincoln County is an outstate area. Open burning is allowed with no special day, time or location restrictions. Outside area is defined as a geographical area comprising those
counties not contained in the St. Louis metropolitan area, Springfield-Greene County area or the Kansas City metropolitan area.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SLRO

2017-07-03 2017-06-29

Concern No.

31978

City

St Louis Paper and Box

Concern Info

County Name Type of Concern
St. Louis City

Air Odors

INSP
Initials

NOV

LZ

The caller stated that St. Louis Recycling Center at 1800 Venderventer in St. Louis is burring plastic in order to recover wire. They do this in the open
(outside) and the smell from the burning affects people in the area. The caller works from St. Louis Paper and Box Company located at 3843
Garfield.

Comments Citizens Service Bureau (314 622-4800) in the City of St. Louis was contacted. Ms. Nina at the Bureau stated that the same anonyms complaint was filed with Bureau in May 2017.

Ms. Maria (314 657 1539) at The City Health Department investigated the complaint on May 22, 2017. Ms. Nina stated tat the report concluded that there was no violation at the time
of investigation.

SLRO

2017-06-30 2017-06-29

Concern No.

32050

Howell and Sons Excavating,IN

Concern Info

Washington

Franklin

Burning / Fugitive Dust

SF

"I received a phone in call from a resident a Mrs Elaine Blackburn 636-239-9673 at 331 Lakeview Drive, Washington who stated she had ashes land
her on deck and in her pool and also had a smoke in the area. I responded to the residence and contacted Washington Communications who stated
they had a Department of Natural Resources control burn in the area. I arrived on scene at 331 Lakeview Drive and met with the owner who showed
the spots on her deck and the ash in the pool. The owner stated she had tried to clean the areas off and was unable to remove the ash stains. I then
went out to the burn located at Malvern Hill and Rabbit Hill Drive. I met with a Mr.Howell and he showed the burn pit. There was an ACD running and
in place and the pile of debris was in a pit. Mr. Howell stated they would they would not put anymore debris on the pile today. I took photos of all the
damage to the deck and also the burn pit and then contacted the Missouri Department of Natural Resources. Mrs. Blackburn called back and stated
that she would most likely call the police tomorrow and get a report."-- EOR Captain Mike Holtmeier.
I was contacted by, Mike Holtmeier, by phone yesterday (June 29, 2017) to relay information about the burn concern. He sent the information above
at 3:14 pm 6-29-17. Mike Holtmeier sent pictures of the burn pit and the resident's property for review. From the pictures, it looks like the ACD and
burn pit are not being operated correctly. I also received a message and a call from the concerned party about the issue. The Burn Permit in question
is SL17-018. Mike Holtmeier's pictures are attached for review.

Comments

Mike Holtmeier, of the City of Washington Fire District, called me June 29, 2017 to relay information about a burn concern on a burn permit that the St. Louis Regional Office had
issued. The burn permit in question is SL17-018. Mr. Holtmeier stated that he told Mr. Howell not to burn for the rest of the day until the Fire District could contact the St. Louis
Regional Office, Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
June 30, Mike Holtmeier emailed pictures of the burn pit and the concerned resident's property, which are attached to the concern form. From the pictures, it is observed that the burn
pit debris is higher than the ACD air current. I also received a message and a call from the concerned party on June 30 about the concern, explaining that ash was still flying above
and hitting her house.
I spoke with Mike Holtmeier about the permit. He agreed to contact the City of Washington Dispatch to let them known not to give Mr. Howell permission to burn until we discussed
the issue. I then called Brian Howell to let him know that he should stop burning and to not burn until I discussed the issue with my supervisor on Monday.
July 3rd, I called Mr. Howell and told him to be mindful of the wind direction ( not to burn if the wind is going towards the concerned party's house) and to correct the ACD burn pit. He
responded that he didn't notice that the ACD pit was set up incorrectly, but that he would check it and be mindful of the weather. I let him know that I would talk to Mr. Holtmeier about
lifting the "no burn" ban and that if we received another concern call, the MODNR, APCP program might have to terminate the burn permit. Afterwards, I left a message for the City of
Washington Fire Department to life the "no burn" ban.
July 14, I called Brian Howell to see if he had burned since the concerned call. He stated that the winds hadn't been favorable and it rained on the days where the wind was favorable.
Mr. Howell said that if the weather continues like this, he will ship the debris rather than burn it. He also said the concerned party eventually contacted him about her concern and that
his business may possibly power wash her deck.
July 31, I called Mr. Howell again to follow0up on his operation and to see if he had burned recently. Mr. Howell said that he hadn't been burning, but that he might in the next dew
days because the winds were supposed to be favorable.
I called the concerned party on August 2 and left a follow-up message to see if she had any further concerns about the burning since her initial concern.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SLRO

2017-07-06 2017-07-03

Concern No.

32073

Mississippi Sand (099-0008)

Concern Info

City
Festus

County Name Type of Concern
Jefferson

Fugitive Dust

INSP
Initials

NOV

TS

Description on concern report #1660 as submitted online and referred to SLRO.
"For several years, the sand plant has operated 24 hours a day. We live, literally, across the street from they are they are now mining.
Recently, wetc discovered piles of sand on our pool deck. We found it odd. Then, while cleaning out the robotic pool vacuum, I found that it was full
of sand.
The problem with this its that Mississippi Sand is mining SILICA sand. Several years ago, we went there to purchase sand for our children's
playground. They explained to us that we could only have certain sands that they mine, because some are so find, they are considered carcinogenic.
So, now their sand pile is visible from the upper deck of my home, and their carcinogenic sand is blowing across the ridge onto my property. Where
I'm raising my children.
It is bad enough that the road is always covered in sand and rock dust from the 24 hour parade of trucks coming in and out. But, I will not have my
children out in danger.
I've been told that this is a definite concern. We have reached out to Fred Weber Inc, and they have shown concern. However, I worry that we need a
third party involved to monitor "how" they resolve the issue. In my opinion, this should never have happened in the first place.
Please. This must be some sort of violation of code when mining a carcinogenic, extremely find sand that has now become airborne.
Thank you."

Comments On-site investigation commenced at 9:45am on July 6, 2017. It was 76 degrees F, and 6mph northerly wind, and mostly cloudy. I drove to the end of VFW Drive to where the road was
closest to the quarry operations and walked around the immediate area. The vegetation, ground, and roadway visually appeared free of quarry dust, silt, or sand. No address or
contact information of the complainant was provided other than the email address, so the impacted property was not checked. I conducted an air pollution source compliance
evaluation inspection of Mississippi Sand and the findings indicated compliance. The report on that inspection is under a separate cover. The complainant's name was obtained after I
sent her the email response below:
On July 6, 2017 3:34pm "Sims, Tom"
,tom.sims@dnr.mo.gov.wrote:
Good afternoon!
I visited the site today and staff showed me the sand pile that looked like could have been a source of "fugitive" emissions you reported. They stated that they lowered the elevation
and leveled the top, capped the surface with soil, grass seeded, and spread straw. They said they finished this work last weekend after receiving a report from a neighbor of sand
getting on their property.
I confirmed that a soil cover was added to the sand pile and inspection their operation while I was there. The inspection indicated compliance with issued air pollution permits, with
proper operation of pollution controls. The site is operated with regular gravel road watering, a truck washing station (required use prior to egressing to pavement), and street seeping
of VFW Drive and paved areas within the plant to control dust and tack-out; therefore, reasonable measures appeared as required. The facility is periodically inspected by our office
for compliance with air pollution control requirements.
From what I found out there today, it appears that the height of the subject sand pile could have allowed some sand to migrate during windy and dry conditions and when conditions
are becoming stormy. I believe that the on-site actions taken should help reduce the potential for fugitive emissions to leave the site and Mississippi Sand was reasonable responsive
to address the matter. If in the future you find or determine otherwise or if you have any further questions on the matter, please feel free to contact me.
Thank you,

SLRO

2017-07-07

Concern No. 32057

Stevenson Heating Cooling

St. Peters

St. Charles

Other

TG

Concern Info On 7/7/2017, I received a call from Susan Laird who stated that Stevenson Heating & Cooling has been releasing Freon from A/C units behind their
shop which is across the street from her residence at 14 2nd Street in St. Peters. She witnessed the employees releasing Freon at approximately
9:00am on 7/7/2017 and emailed a photo during the release (See photo below). She noted that she and her children were inhaling the fumes.

Comments CFC regulation not delegated to the State. Forwarded to EPA Region 7
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SLRO

2017-07-10 2017-07-07

Concern No.

32070

Homeowner

Concern Info

City
Glencoe

County Name Type of Concern
St. Louis

Burning

INSP
Initials

NOV

SW

Anonymous caller stated that neighbor is a "frequent burner" of wood, leaves and branches in Wildwood. He has hundreds of split logs and has been
burning for a couple of years on his 3 acres that are surrounded by subdivisions. Sometimes the smoke is very thick and crosses the road, impairing
driving. Smoke also enters the caller's home. Yesterday he saw the Monarch FPD come and watch as the burner put the fire out; the caller stated
that the fire was re-lit after the fire truck left. The police have also been called in the past and Monarch FPD has been out numerous times according
to the caller. The caller water to remain anonymous because he ahs seen the burner outside shooting guns and fears he may have a temper.

Comments No visible signs of open burning were detected during a 10 minute site survey conducted prior to entering the property at 1122 Hwy 109, Glencoe, Mo.

A pile of split wood was visible at the rear of the property and there was evidence that an open burn had occurred.
Mr.Blechle stated he thought it was ok to burn out in the country as long as it was a small fire. Mr. Blechle stated he does not leave the fire unattended and has a water hose ready if
needed,
I provided Mr. Blechle with copies of Fact on Open Burning Under Missouri Regulations PUB02047 and OPEN BURNING REGULATION ST. Louis Metropolitan Area.
We reviewed the sections pertaining to open burning yard waste in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area within an incorporated area.
Mr. Blechle stated he would find out if he lived within the Glencoe incorporated area.

SLRO

2017-07-11 2017-07-10

Concern No. 32096

Thomas Hughes

Cedar Hill

Jefferson

Burning

DB

Concern Info Cedar Hill Fire Department called with a concern about open burning at 44 El Jer, Cedar Hill, MO. The fire department sent five incident reports over
from five times that they responded to burning at the above address. According to the reports, the owner, Thomas Hughes, was burning yard debris
for the purpose of disposal on 03/18/2017,05/06/2017,05/30/2017,06/03/2017 and 07/07/2017. The fire department stated that in each offense, the
owner was given MO DNR guidance on open burning rules.

Comments I spoke with Mr. Hughes by phone on July 11, 2017. He stated that he has been burning yard debris for the purpose of disposal. I informed him that he can not burn yard waste for the
purpose of disposal unless he obtain a permit. We discussed open burning between September 16 and April 14 of each calendar year since he lives in an unincorporated area of
Jefferson County.
I mailed a copy of the department's "Facts on Open Burning Under Missouri Regulations" fact sheet with a business card.

SLRO

2017-07-17 2017-07-14

Concern No.

Comments

32146

Clemens House

Concern Info

St. Louis

St. Louis City

Asbestos

DB

On July 14th, I received a call from Stefene Russell stating that when the Clemens House located at 1849Cass Avenue burned down Wednesday,
asbestos was released and spread covering surroundings areas with dust she believes contains asbestos. Ms. Russell noted that the Red Cross did
sampling on July 13th of the dust and it came back positive for asbestos. Ms. Russell would like to be kept abreast of what action is taken to
remediate this problem.

Due to the release of asbestos being from a fire due to an abatement, demolition or renovation, the asbestos NESHHAP does not authority over the environmental concern and has
no authority to ensure that the debris from the fire is properly managed. I initially suggested that the City of St. Louis Health Department may have the proper authority to regulate the
cleanup under their asbestos ordinances to Ms. Russell on July 13,2017. The City of St. Louis contacted MoDNR EER about their ability to provide assistance. Skip Rickets with
MoDNR Environmental Emergancy Response called on July 17, 2017 about our authority over the asbestos concern due to the fire at the Clemens House. I explained the limitations
of the asbestos NESHAP over this particular issue and Mr. Rickets stated that the EER does not have that capability to collect and analyze samples of suspect asbestos containing
material. I emailed Joe Trunko, MoDNR Solid Waste Unit Chief, about the potential of soild waste having authority over this concern on July 17, 2017. Mr. Trunko stated that the solid
waste rules is not suitable to amage the situation either. EPA Region 7 EER was called in to assist by the MoDNR and has thus taken over the emergency under CERCLA. Tom
Sims, SLRO Source Air Unit Chief, instructed me to close the investigation because it is now being managed under the direction of EPA Region 7.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SLRO

2017-07-14 2017-07-14

Concern No.

32147

Spirtas Wrecking Co

Concern Info

City
Hazelwood

County Name Type of Concern
St. Louis

Industrial Site Specific

INSP
Initials

NOV

JM

Complainant alleges that in demo of warehouse, the refrigerant of the air conditioners is released to the atmosphere.

Comments The site of a former warehouse is in the process of being demolished. Larry Thornton is the onsite supervisor. The inspector informed Mr. Thornton of the complaint. Mr. Thornton

informed the inspector that Rapid Recovery removed the refrigerant from the air conditioning units. The inspector was shown some the air conditioning unit and a refrigerator. There
was a red tag on the air units and the refrigerator which stated the refrigerant in a manner compliant with Section 608 of the Clean Air Act.

SWRO

2017-07-20 2017-06-19

Concern No. 31805

Billy or Bret Girrard (spelling?)

Camdenton

Camden

Burning

MU

Concern Info Fiberglass boats being filled with construction debris, shingles, siding (maybe fiber glass), old large white pipe and burned. Neighbors are making

burn piles 150-200 yards off Lain Ln, East side of the road. Smoke blows onto concerned party's property. Also tore apart a mobile home in April
and burned it (on the west side of the property). Camdenton FD was contacted in April but referred concerned party to us, stating that environmental
issues were outside of their jurisdiction.
Concerned Party can show investigator the burn piles, if contacted in advance.

Comments No violations observed

No further action at this time.

SWRO

2017-06-22 2017-06-19

Concern No. 31828

Bill Schoeneweiz

Diamond

Newton

Burning

CG

Concern Info Neighbor has demolished and burned a mobile home. Concerned party is worried that the owner will bury the debris. Mobile home was burned on

6/17/2017. Newton county sheriff officer Rico Engberg has been on site. CP also mentioned that a gas pipeline is in the area and Mr. Schoeneweiz
may have placed shipping containers on the pipeline. Ms. Williams again made contact with the department and will provide pictures of the home,
demolition, and burial. Ms. Williams said that Mr. Schoeneweiz is burying the building on June 19, 2017. Ms. Williams has again contacted the
Newton County sheriff for assistance. Ms. Williams is concerned that the burial of the demolition waste may contaminate wells in the area.
caller:ddranch22@hotmail.com (cell)(417) 439-7182

Comments Violation of open burning regulations.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SWRO

2017-07-13 2017-06-20

Concern No. 31841

City

Mike Caddell

County Name Type of Concern
Lawrence

Animal Waste / Air Odors
/ Open Dumps

INSP
Initials

NOV

AM

Concern Info FROM: glendaew43@gmail.com
TO:
Name: Glenda Schoen
Address: 16867 Highway H
City: Mount Vernon, MO 65712
State: Missouri
Zip: 65712
Phone: 417-235-4569

Alleged Violator's Name: Mike Caddell
Alleged Violator's Address: Pierce City, MO
Alleged Violator's City: Lawrence County between Freistatt and Pierce City
Alleged Violator's State: Missouri
Alleged Violator's Zip: 65723
Tip or Complaint: My friend owns a farm across the road on 2170 West of Freistatt, MO. Mr. Caddell owns the farm directly across the road. The
past two weeks a box trailer has been brought to the Caddell property and situated just inside the fence on Caddell property not far from my friend's
house. At 2:30 in the a.m. a large tanker truck comes and dumps waste such as chicken guts, blood, etc. The smell for quite a distance is very
noticeable and distracting. I am wondering if something such as this is allowed or is their a law against. Please advise if you can. Thank you for
listening. GS
Specific Directions: Across the road; intersection is 1/4 mile away.
Violation Still Occurring? Yes

Comments There is evidence of a spill along the fence line which has runoff into the road ditch.
SWRO

2017-07-14 2017-06-21

Concern No.

31859

Robert & Janette Raby

Concern Info

Miller

Lawrence

Burning

CG

Caller reports that the Flea Market frequently burns tires behind their building. He said they did so over the weekend and were at it again today.
They have been reported in the past.

Comments No violation.
SWRO

2017-08-04 2017-06-23

Concern No. 31878
Comments

Brian Forsythe

Gravois Mills

Morgan

Burning

MU

Concern Info Concern Party is concerned his neighbor that is burning mobile home trailers is not following the proper procedures. He does not break down the
mobile home to separate the materials it is made of. He just burns then down to ground for the iron, copper etc..

Some demolition waste was still seen on site, however no burning of demolition waste was observed at the time of the investigation. Solid waste will be writing a letter outlining proper
disposal methods for the remaining waste on site.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SWRO

2017-06-26 2017-06-23

Concern No. 31879

Dan Piddington

City
Ozark

County Name Type of Concern
Christian

Open Dumps / Burning /
Land Disturbance

INSP
Initials

NOV

MK

Concern Info This a Report an Environmental Concern [#1649] information sent from JCMy landlord purchased a property in which a large home burned. The agreement made with the previous owner, was the previous owner was
responsible for the removal of the burned structure. The previous owner is tearing down the home and digging a hole to bury the contents. My
concern is that there are two creeks near the home and unknown materials left over from the fire.
I am a Deputy Sheriff who lives on the property and am concerned about the legalities of this disposal.

Comments Home burn accidental, clean up in progress. No violations.
SWRO

2017-08-17 2017-06-26

Concern No. 31952

NF Protein

Nevada

Vernon

Air Odors

CG

Concern Info Caller states the odor started building and became strong around 2 p.m. on June 26th. Caller lives a few blocks south of NF Protein and 3 blocks
west of I-49.

Comments No violation. No odor leaving property at time of investigation.
SWRO

2017-07-27 2017-06-27

Concern No.

31953

Heartland Pet Food

Concern Info

Joplin

Jasper

Air Odors

CG

Caller said she is frustrated at the terrible odors coming from the Heartland Dog Food Factory in Joplin. She said it is located at 32nd and Kodiak in
Joplin but was unsure if it was Newton or Jasper county as it was close to the line. Caller said she has talked to the chamber of commerce, they
spoke with the company who had agreed to cook on weekends so businesses are less affected by the odor but caller said it is unbearable on
weekends. She last smelled it Friday Saturday and Sunday June 23, 24, and 25 all day and evening. She does not smell it now. She had relatives
over and the smell was unbearable to be outdoors or driving. She smelled it from her location at 1743 Kodiak, Joplin.
She is frustrated because the plant assured them before they built that it would be a 'state-of-the-art odorless facility' but later after building said 'it
was not economically feasible to be odor free.' She is frustrated that they were told one thing but now the company is not honoring what they
originally said. She is further frustrated that they are adding on to the plant now. She wants to know if there is anything else she can do or call to
get the plant to stop emitting these odors as it is a nuisance, it brings down the value of property, and they can't go outside on days when it smells.

Comments No violations at time of investigation.
SWRO

2017-07-06 2017-07-06

Concern No. 32000

Lonnie Pederson

Fordland

Webster

Burning

MU

Concern Info people tearing down house - the material is being pushed into a pile and burned resulting in heavy black smoke at this time. The SWRO APCP unit
Chief was contacted regarding the burning.

Comments Some of the demolition waste was pushed into a pile and on fire during the investigation. The fire was unattended during the investigation.
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

SWRO

2017-07-07

Concern No.

32058

City of Eldon

Concern Info

City
Eldon

County Name Type of Concern
Miller

INSP
Initials

Burning

NOV

MU

Concerned party concerned about an unattended open burning at a city of Eldon's public location at the edge of city limit near Highway Y. He said
when the wind blowing west the smoke will get to the residences. The burning site is less than 1000 feet. The city burned last night and left the site.
He said he contacted the city and the polices came warning him to stay off the site or got arrested. He did not know the exact burning material. He
wanted the investigator to contact him first to get his exact story.

Comments burning slightly past burn permit timeframe, however isolated incident and will be more careful in the future
SWRO

2017-07-06 2017-07-07

Concern No.

32099

Unknown

Concern Info

Fordland

Webster

Burning

MU

Burning demolition wastes from an old house. Concerned party said the smoke was thick and smelled like burning plastic. Said the City of Fordland
issued a burning permit for burning wood only and the alleged party just burned everything (insulation, asphalt shingles, plastic). Husband has
asthma and could not breath due to the smoke. City of Fordland closed on Fridays.

Comments . Some of the demolition waste was pushed into a pile and on fire during the investigation. The fire was unattended during the investigation
LOW issued via concern 13004 and tracked in that concern.
SWRO

2017-07-26 2017-07-10

Concern No. 32078
Comments
SWRO

Christian County Highway Depar Nixa

Christian

Burning

MU

Concern Info Christian County highway department is hauling off old mattresses and couches and burning them. There are more at this location that they are
planning on burning as well.

The area where it is all located is a staging area to keep things until proper disposal. I saw no evidence of burned items in the pile.
No violations observed

2017-07-06 2017-07-12

Concern No.

32109

Marty Peterson

Concern Info

Fordland

Webster

Burning

MU

Caller said that someone is working on tearing down a house and is burning is in small increments. Caller thought that it could possibly be the
property owner and said that the property owner lives in Lebanon and gave the name Marty Peterson. Caller said that the house has been in
disrepair for years. The person doing the burning will spent a few hours getting a burn pile going, burn it, and then do it again. Caller said that cops
have told the person several times to stop doing it and the Fire Department has been to the location as well. The approximate address is 728 W.
Main in Fordland. It's the small house on the north side of the road located on the block between Jenkins St and Schultz Street.
Caller said this started on the Fourth of July. Caller also mentioned that this is right across the street from the mayer's house.

Comments Some of the demolition waste was pushed into a pile and on fire during the investigation. The fire was unattended during the investigation.
Letter of Warning issued through concern 13004 and tracked through that concern.
SWRO

2017-08-02 2017-07-14

Concern No. 32162

Sunny Hills Garden Center

Kirbyville

Taney

Burning

MU

Concern Info On July 14, 2017, the concerned party reported that Sunny Hills Garden Center was burning green waste at the time of the phone call (Approximately
10:30 AM). Sunny Hills Garden Center reportedly burns their waste on a regular basis. At the time of the call, the concerned party said she could
see the smoke from the burn pile from a mile away.

Comments I found that the facility had not applied for an open burning permit as required for a commercial facility.
During the investigation I visually observed a single burn pile that was still smoldering.
USF issued
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Note: "Concern Info" refers to the information provided to the
department by the concerned party. The information seeks to
accurately reflect the nature of the allegation as it was made.
Those statements of allegations do not necessarily reflect the
legal standard upon which inspections would be made.

Monthly Air Pollution Control Program Detail Report
Region

Inspection
Date
Suspected Source
Date
Received Owner/Operator

City

County Name Type of Concern

INSP
Initials

NOV

Please note, the information provided in this report reflects all concerns received during the reporting period as well as all inspection activities that occurred during the
reporting period regardless of the date in which the original concern was received.
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Air Pollution Control Program
Ongoing Negotiations
Responsible Party

Negotiations
Initiated

Region

Mayhew Environmental Training Associates, Inc.
LRA Home Demolition

3/31/2015
8/21/2015

OUT
SLRO

Cameron Concrete
Northland Coating Solutions

3/11/2016
3/10/2016

KCRO
KCRO

3/1/2017

SWRO

3/15/2016

SWRO

8/7/2017

SLRO

8/9/2017
1/25/2017
1/25/2017
8/7/2017

SLRO
SLRO
SLRO
SLRO

6/25/2015
10/29/2015
2/23/2016

SERO
SERO
KCRO

5/3/2017

SWRO

2/1/2017
5/4/2017
4/14/2017
6/1/2017
3/10/2016
2/13/2015
3/10/2016
10/17/2016

SERO
NERO
NERO
SWRO
KCRO
KCRO
KCRO
NERO

8/21/2015

KCRO

Facility

Asbestos
META
St. Louis Development Corp/LRA

Construction Permit
Douglas Rose
Jon Melham

Excess Emissions
Joe LaBarge

Northstar Battery

Fugitive Dust
John Papa

Ozark Hardwood Pellets

Inspection/Maintenance
Arthur Kociela

Midwest Motors (GVIP #096271)

Inspection/Maintenance - Clean Scanning
Darlene O'Hara
John Norris
Kyle Curtright
Michael Jordan

Terry's Auto Repair (GVIP# 050097)
SUNTRUP HYUNDAI (GVIP # 096667)
SUNTRUP HYUNDAI (GVIP # 096667)
Jordan's Auto Service (GVIP #096586)

Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT)
Genevieve Bodnar
Mike Taylor
Son Kim

DOE RUN COMPANY - Buick
Sikeston Dry Cleaners
PRESTIGE CLEANERS (095-2160)

Odor
Dan Scannell

Nutra-Flo

Open Burning
Brian Matt
Christopher Bursnal
Kurt Schaben
Richard Wayne Moore
Roy Brinkoetter
Ryan Smith
Victor Baldwin
Walter Cline

Royal Oak Charcoal
Priority Heating & Cooling LLC
Priority Heating & Cooling LLC
RM Pallet
Big Iron Town
Ryan Smith
Vic's Hillbilly Trash Service
Walter Cline

Part 70 Operating Permit
John Burns

Missouri Center for Waste to Energy
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Air Pollution Control Program
Ongoing Negotiations
Responsible Party

Negotiations
Initiated

Region

Blue Ridge Food Stop

4/20/2017

KCRO

Phillips 66

9/17/2015

KCRO

Facility

Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP)
Asif Sarfani

Stage I Vapor Recovery
Max Solomon
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Air Pollution Control Program
Pending Cases Referred to Attorney General's Office
Responsible Party

Referred
to AGO

Region

Perry Agricultural Labs Inc

8/19/2015

NERO

Michael French

12/6/2016

KCRO

Facility

Asbestos and Open Burning
Perry Agricultural Labs Inc.

Open Burning
Michael French
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